Brands & Antivax disinformation

WHO’s World Immunization Week
Anti-vaccination disinformation has remained steady since the beginning of 2021:

US news events tied to the vaccine - such as roll-outs - have been leveraged by disinformation actors as “moments” to peddle disinformation. These include on:

- Vaccine safety and deaths.
- Vaccine “passports” and certifications.
- Vaccine efficacy and protections.
- Increased testing and trials.

The largest daily increase was linked to Pfizer’s vaccine trials on children (Mar. 25 2021)
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Note: data collected by GDI. Based on daily rate since 1 January 2021.
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Many politicians, including former President Donald Trump, are downplaying the news in an attempt to maintain confidence in the COVID-19 vaccine regime. As these vaccines are widely distributed, more negative side effects will be discovered in the months and years to come. The pharmaceutical corporations, shielded from liability, will already have pocketed billions if not trillions of dollars by the time this information is known.
What is the plan stateside? Without any qualms, American authorities have boarded up small businesses, and bankrupted, even arrested, their “scofflaw” owners for the crime of working. Do they plan to force the goop into the resisters’ veins?

Do vaccine resisters risk being Waco’d?
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Do Vaccine Resisters Risk Being Waco’d?

Without any qualms, American authorities have boarded up small businesses and bankrupted—even arrested—their “scofflaw” owners for the crime of working. What’s next?

By Ilana Mercer  April 10, 2021

Because of the natural mutation the clever little RNA strand undergoes, it is clear...
Democrat senators wage war on “anti-vaxxers” with shocking HIT LIST of targeted truth-tellers

Ethan Huff  •  April 26, 2021  •  2 minutes read
"We encourage pregnant women to discuss the risks and benefits with their clinicians and those at increased risk of severe outcomes from Covid-19 are encouraged to promptly take up the offer of vaccination when offered," said Professor Wei Shen Lim, who co-chairs the COVID-19 vaccine committee.

"Vaccination offers pregnant women the best protection from Covid-19, which can be quite serious in some women," said Dr. Edward Morris, who works as president of the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists.

Big League Politics has reported on how psychotic medical professionals have stuck toddlers with the COVID-19 vaccine as rush headlong toward getting its contents into every living person as quickly as possible.

One empowered woman received the COVID-19 vaccine in order to virtue signal on social media for clicks and praise from other cultists. She would go on to suffer a miscarriage around the same time:

https://www.googleleadingservices.com/pagead/ack?sa=l&ai=�建CweArOolmIOjPMmMnJmQw_s_w6n4Cd_m_ZY4u-EIP4K1Cw3q-cIAEgy4Wi2ODjvKObTOD6AbNOD9wPiAQmpAkpH7r7...
Many politicians, including former President Donald Trump, are downplaying the news in an attempt to maintain confidence in the COVID-19 vaccine regime.”

Yanking the Johnson & Johnson vaccine off the market is a good start. It should be followed by a ban of all COVID–19 vaccines until they pass a proper testing process and can be assured to be safe.
43-year-old father of 7 paralyzed, can't talk 3 hours after receiving COVID-19 vaccine

'We want him to be able to communicate, to be able to walk and talk again'

The healthy man got the shot at midday, then returned to work, and within three hours, his coworkers saw him unresponsive at his desk.
"We are done with it. We are saying, 'No more masks!'" activist Steven Hoffman told Daniel Varela, a videographer for the Miami Herald. "We are not going to take it anymore. It has become a symbol of tyranny and oppression on the people."
Last week we reported on the rising numbers of reported deaths and injuries following people receiving the experimental COVID injections. Keep in mind that only 1-5% of deaths and injuries that result from injections are even reported. Yet, in just a week, there are now more than 1,000 deaths and more than 30,000 injuries reported following these experimental injections.
Role vaccines have played in eliminating deaths from diseases—because true history matters:

Vaccine: twenty countries suspend injections; does that make you "hesitant?"

By Jon Rappoport — NoMoreFakeNews — Bio and Archives — March 24, 2021

If you believe just a few people with blood clots caused 20 countries to stop giving the jabs, I have condos on Mars for sale.

Hidden behind the firewall of the vaccine establishment, MANY people are keeling over.

And why wouldn’t they? Governments and pharma companies have rushed a new experimental RNA technology into use, for the first time in history. Prior to the COVID injection, all attempts to force approval of RNA tech had failed; dangerous and deadly over-reaction of the immune system was the reason.

Since I seem to be one of the only people saying this, I’ll say it again: Bill Gates, Fauci, and other rabid vaccinators are in love with RNA tech. It allows vaccines to be produced far more quickly, easily, and cheaply.

For any purported virus, at the drop of a hat, companies can come up with a vaccine. It doesn’t take four years. It takes three months.
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